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Abstract Exploiting resources belonging to multiple cloud providers in an efficient way is still an open issue for distributed computing. Scheduling algorithms
based on heuristic, probabilistic, queue theory, or complex soft computing methods
are suitable to tackle the heterogeneity and dynamism present in cloud federations.
Nevertheless, the available brokering tools are focused on the deployment of services on-demand. The systems able to accomplish high throughput calculations,
such as the pilot-job systems, do not support the inclusion of these algorithms due
to their lack of adaptability. The recently implementation of cloud drivers for the
GWpilot framework allows developers to profit from its flexibility, compatibility
and scheduling features. Moreover, the framework allows the personalised characterisation of cloud resources that those algorithms require, overcoming their lack
of trustworthiness in the information provided by the cloud services. In this work,
a simple model together with a methodology to couple scheduling software with
GWpilot is presented. To demonstrate the suitability of the approach, a legacy
self-scheduler specialised on reliable executions in dynamic environments has been
stacked and tested on the EGI FedCloud infrastructure with the Nagano legacy
application.
Keywords Distributed Computing · pilot jobs · modelling · IaaS

1 Introduction
IaaS cloud providers are heterogeneous and their real availability dynamically
changes through the time (Foster et al, 2008). Thus, the allocation of virtual
machines (VMs) across multiple providers is a NP-complete problem(Garey and
Johnson, 1979) that can be tackled with the sub-optimal approaches that soft
computing or the operative research (Pinedo, 2005) can provide. For example,
meta-heuristics (Gómez-Iglesias et al, 2010), evolutionary algorithms (Nesmachnow et al, 2010), or fuzzy logic (Saleh, 2013) have demonstrated their suitability for
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improving calculations on large distributed environments such as grids. Moreover,
cloud federations are more dynamic and complex than grids because more parameters are taken into account for scheduling(Aceto et al, 2013; Sheikhalishahi et al,
2015), although on the other side, the benefits that virtualisation provides can be
higher. In this sense, some brokers, such as one proposed by Anastasi et al (2014),
take advantage of specific monitoring to reduce the complexity of VM deployments to improve the quality of service through the time. Nevertheless, current
cloud brokering mechanisms are focused on obtaining as many computational resources as possible with a limited (computational and/or economic) cost (Tordsson
et al, 2012; Yangui et al, 2014) and with no support to legacy high throughput
computing (HTC) applications and to those kinds of algorithms. Moreover, the
information systems (IS) in cloud federations do not provide an accurate description of the status of cloud providers as happened with grids. Furthermore, as in
grid federations, the resources fail. An analysis on the source of failures on cloud
environments and the most common ways of addressing them is available in (Zhani
and Boutaba, 2015). Besides, it is clear that a developer of any adaptive algorithm
should take account of the localisation and performance of the resources to reduce
the final makespan of the calculations.
In this sense, the makespan of any distributed application depends on the
turnaround time of every task. Turnaround is specially influenced by overheads
when short-duration tasks are scheduled. In contrast, long-duration tasks suffer
from more failures that waste computational time. To calculate the turnaround,
developers should estimate the time required by stage-in and -out operations, the
performance offered, the failures, and the overheads related of providers and middleware. For this purpose, it is needed a correct characterisation of the providers,
which cannot be possible without the appropriation and monitoring that pilotjob technique could offer. Nevertheless, current pilot systems neither support the
customisation of monitoring nor report their own generated overheads.
This drawback is overcome with GWpilot. This framework now supports cloud
resources (Rubio-Montero et al, 2015c), preserving all its demonstrated features
(Rubio-Montero et al, 2015b); among them, it allows monitoring personalised aspects of the computation and it performs a true provisioning among multiple
cloud providers on-demand. Furthermore, the capacity of completely characterize
its added overhead is a key feature to formulate a trustworthy model for task
turnaround. This model, together with the GWpilot support for task scheduling,
allows stacking specialised scheduling tools to the framework, which can properly
now run on both grid and cloud infrastructures.
In this sense, dynamic self-schedulers are the most feasible tools for this purpose because they are able to adapt some specific calculation according to the
estimation of the infrastructure status, but following their own criteria and disregarding the information from the IS when needed. In this work, a self-scheduling
framework (Rodrı́guez-Pascual et al, 2013) devoted to improve the reliability of
Monte Carlo (MC) codes has been stacked. Although the framework has previously
demonstrated its standalone performance on grids (Rubio-Montero et al, 2015d),
it will take advantage of the proper characterisation of clouds offered by GWpilot.
The self-scheduling algorithm requires knowing the theoretical performance of the
infrastructure for computing a concrete application before assigning a number of
samples to be computed by a certain resource. This performance is calculated following a mathematical model based on turnaround, which is continuously fitted
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with the benchmarking information retrieved from ending tasks. Therefore, this
example can be used as a guide for the future stacking of algorithms based on
turnaround and reliability as the ones mentioned in Section 2.3.
Summarizing, a simplified task turnaround model that takes into account the
underlying overheads is presented in this work. Additionally, a methodology to
incorporate external scheduling into GWpilot is presented. The suitability of the
presented approach is demonstrated through the statistical analysis of the performed executions of a real MC application on the in-production FedCloud infrastructure, comparing the results of the stacked self-scheduler to the ones achieved
without using it.

2 The persistent characterisation issue
2.1 Information systems in federations
Client systems of cloud infrastructures highly rely on the information provided by
geographically distributed sites. By doing so, users, developers and administrators
are aware of when, where and how to request virtual machines. Such information
is shown by the information systems, locally placed as one of the several components that form a cloud site, the data of which should be compiled at top-level for
general queries. Thus, the standardisation of these services are one of the foundations of a cloud federation (Foster et al, 2008; Moreno-Vozmediano et al, 2012)
as opposite to multi-cloud approaches (Grozev and Buyya, 2014), focused on the
interoperation through different protocols. In principle, any system or user wanting to launch VMs on a particular cloud federation will distribute the requests
according to the information that the main IS compiles regarding the available resources. Unfortunately, sometimes such information is not centralised in any way,
and even it is usually not accurate. The standardised interfaces for monitoring
are based on OCCI and on LDAP, following the GLUE schema (Andreozzi et al,
2009). Currently, the former is only deployed as a local service at the cloud provider. The latter is both local as well as a shared service in federations such as
FedCloud1 . However, the characterisation of resources performed by these services
is incomplete and defective. It prevents properly estimating task turnaround and
consequently, a resilient and efficient VM deployment among cloud providers in a
federation.

2.2 Characterisation for scheduling
Task turnaround is the basic model that supports any of the scheduling algorithms
suitable for distributing calculations. In this sense, a widely accepted and simplified
definition of turnaround (Mościcki, 2011; Montero et al, 2006) follows the equation:
T = Tsched + Txf er + Texec
where:
1

https://www.egi.eu/infrastructure/cloud/

(1)
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– Texec is the effective execution time of the application in the remote resource.
It depends on the hardware, software, overload and reliability offered by the
cloud provider for the concrete application, as well as on the BoT size.
– Txf er stands for the time wasted in transferring inputs, outputs and software. It
depends on the protocols used and the bandwidth of the remote cloud provider,
as well as on the amount of data to transfer.
– Tsched comprises the time wasted in Job Scheduling processes. It depends on
the infrastructure overload, the allowed utilisation (quotas) and the middleware
implementation.
Consequently, the suitability and preference for any cloud provider depends on
its real availability for a type of calculation at certain time, which is compound
by:
(a) the volume of the hardware resources and the software actually offered: the
number of cores, memory, storage, bandwidth, data, libraries, licenses, etc., as
well as the VM images available, i.e. the resource tpl and the os tpl templates
(according to the OCCI specification) and the instances allowed;
(b) the effective performance of these resources for the application, i.e. the profile
of the application on that hardware, as well as the potential associated costs
and the granted percentage utilisation (as in virtualized systems hardware is
usually shared).
(c) the reliability of the application, the middleware, and the provider itself (that
depends on the configuration, maintenance, security, network supplier, etc.).
Nevertheless, as the date of publishing this work, the information belonging to
point (a) is only partially available at the IS deployed in federations. The rest of
points are practically discarded. In particular, the GLUE scheme implemented in
top-BDIIs currently does not allow knowing (among others aspects):
1.
2.
3.
4.

the capacity and filling rate of a cloud provider;
the quotas established in cloud providers for a user belonging to certain VO;
the exact hardware or reliable benchmarks of every virtualisation hosts;
statistics about the QoS or the SLA achievement for every provider.

It is noteworthy to mention that GLUE is extensible and currently counts on
tags that declare some of the aforementioned characteristics. Nevertheless, the
information provided is usually incomplete, not updated and erroneous in many
cases. Additionally, way more aspects should be taken into account in cloud environments (Aceto et al, 2013) than in grids. Nevertheless, the grid experience with
GLUE shows that many characterisation aspects will never be implemented. Obviously, a scheduling system working with cloud providers can follow a multi-cloud
approach (Grozev and Buyya, 2014), monitoring every provider through its OCCI
interface. Although extensions of the specification have been proposed (Mohamed
et al, 2015), the OCCI v1.1 specification does not even provide the aforementioned
information.
Moreover, the accounting and monitoring tools deployed in cloud federations
do not aggregate their statistics to the IS, and also cannot be directly interfaced
because only visual tools are available (Zanikolas and Sakellariou, 2005). In this
sense, standardisation advances are carrying on (Ciuffoletti, 2014), but there are
not implementations to evaluate their suitability.
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Therefore, the deployment of any adaptive scheduling algorithm is hindered by
this lack of characterisation required to estimate the task turnaround. Considering the aforementioned issues, the possibilities are really limited for the systems
following early-binding approaches. In contrast, late-binding techniques can solve
many of the commented characterisation problems and they can provide more
advantages, as will be explained in Subsection 2.4.

2.3 Related approaches
Modelling cloud infrastructures according to an optimum turnaround represents a
clear step forward towards obtaining an efficient calculation. However, dynamism
of resources, specially unexpected failures and slowdowns, implies rely on adaptive
techniques to reach a resilient calculation. Although they can be combined, both
orientations are usually differenced by authors:
Scheduling based on turnaround. Despite the lack of characterisation tools, some
work has been done on this topic. For example, techniques have been implemented
to obtain a better task allocation (Panda et al, 2015) based on turnaround in
multi-cloud environments. The Divisible Load Theory has been used(Abdullah and
Othman, 2013) as well as other methodologies such as classical replication of tasks
(Sajid and Razaa, 2015), workflow scheduling (Smanchat and Viriyapant, 2015)
or even simple AVL-trees (Chiu et al, 2014). Making the most of soft computing,
particle swarm optimization (Xu et al, 2015), bee colonies (Babu and Venkata,
2013) and genetic algorithms (Wang et al, 2016; Tao et al, 2014) are used, but
all those focus on the placement of VMs in single IaaS providers. Unlike last
approaches, game theory (Shie et al, 2014) can also be applied to federations.
Scheduling based on autonomic computing. The first aspect to consider is to improve the fault tolerance of the execution processes. This can be done by coping
failure-prone environments with a multi-hybrid (Moon and Youn, 2015) and autonomic job scheduling (Bala and Chana, 2015). Robustness is provided by task
replication based on heuristics for the first approach, and by migrating the VM
automatically in case of task failure occurrences due to the over-utilization of
resources in the last one. Additionally, taking into account failures (Zhani and
Boutaba, 2015) is useful for the autonomous reconfiguration of sites (Mohamed
et al, 2015). Moreover, monitoring performance benchmarks, SLA and failures can
be combined (Lu et al, 2016). A step forward can be performed if QoS, VM migrations and budgets are balanced (Lucas-Simarro et al, 2015) to autonomously
deploy a virtualised HTC cluster among commercial providers. Related to the work
presented in this paper, a model to evaluate the reliability of cloud infrastructures
and maximize the resource usage and its behaviour executing a non-sequential
MC simulation can be found in (Snyder et al, 2015), but it does not consider the
performance requirements of particular applications.
As a closing remark, it is important to notice that most of these mentioned
solutions are only tested or analysed in simulators, or make use of single cloud
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providers (such as AWS2 ) without performing a distribution of tasks among several ones, or even they do not interface with the standardised services required
in federations, making difficult to determine its usefulness on real environments.
Moreover, most of autonomic scheduling does not take account of turnaround. It
is very difficult for developers to improve by their own the execution of concrete
HTC applications if a completely autonomous system is used. Tasks are not consolidated services and they cannot estimate a priori how long they will last (or
how many they will expend) in a certain provider because the offered hardware is
different.
Unlike previous solutions, the approach described in this work is not only designed to maximise the VM usage and deployment among cloud providers, but
to support the scheduling algorithms that developers implement for their applications. This is possible by decoupling the turnaround model from the IaaS provisioning, but supporting a guided provisioning and standardised interfaces. Thus,
the performance on real time can be estimated for a concrete application and used
by third-party schedulers to improve the reliability and reduce the final makespan
of the calculation, as will be demonstrated through next sections.

2.4 Resource Provisioning with pilot jobs
Pilot systems have been extensively used through years to increase the reliability and throughput in grid environments. On the other hand, the provisioning
mechanisms currently available in IaaS clouds are focused on setting up VMs for
the consolidation of services. However, they do not prevent running pilot jobs
as temporal services (Mhashilkar et al, 2014; Luckow et al, 2015; Graciani et al,
2011; Kovács et al, 2015). Thus, many satellite programs (pilots) running inside
VMs branch out to monitor a set of computational user tasks that are continuously assigned by these frameworks following the master-slave scheme. The main
motivations for establishing this network overlay within a cloud infrastructure are:
– to effectively characterise the deployed VMs by sending their real properties
and current status to the master;
– to increase the robustness of the calculations;
– to enable compatibility with other legacy systems (such as grid services) and
applications by checking and creating special configurations; and
– to reduce cloud complexity (especially in multi-cloud approaches) by directly
using assigned resources and monitoring the user tasks.
In general, the pilot systems tested in real clouds have accomplished the last
two items mentioned above. Nevertheless they do not properly deal with the first
one and only partially with the second one. To improve the reliability of the calculations, the pilot frameworks must provide mechanisms that allow the inclusion
of specialised scheduling algorithms, specifically devoted to these executions. For
this purpose, the pilot system must not only support standardised APIs to code
the algorithms, but also allow the personalised characterisation of provisioned resources as well as provide a reliable model to adapt them to the pilot behaviour. In
this sense, the mentioned systems lack compatibility or adaptability. Furthermore,
2
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the performance of most of them is unpredictable, which prevents coupling them
with legacy self-schedulers, for example. For this reason, few abstraction models
of pilot jobs have been proposed (Glatard and Camarasu-Pop, 2011; Luckow et al,
2012; Mościcki et al, 2011) that can be used for this purpose (Korkhov et al, 2009;
Camarasu-Pop et al, 2013). These issues are properly tackled in this work.

3 Modelling task turnaroud with GWpilot
GWpilot (Rubio-Montero et al, 2015b) is a general-purpose pilot job framework
embedded in the GridWay meta-scheduler (Huedo et al, 2007). The performance,
adaptability and flexibility of the system have been demonstrated in grids, but
its compatibility with cloud providers and its capacity of supporting third-party
schedulers have been presented as future features.
Recently, the cloud support has been achieved (Rubio-Montero et al, 2015c).
.For this purpose it was necessary to implement two new Information and Execution drivers able to manage cloud interfaces. This section is focused on explaining
the capabilities related to cloud characterisation and modelling for scheduling, and
it only compiles a general description of GWpilot and the cloud drivers in Subsection 3.1. For an extensive explanation of the design, behaviour and operation
with the framework, reader should consult the references (Rubio-Montero et al,
2015c,b,a). In any case, the data extracted by the Information Driver from ISs of
the infrastructures are the initial characterisation for every cloud provider. This
information is used to establish the first filter based on the availability of hardware
and virtual images, which is consequently used for virtual machine provisioning.
Thus, the aspects needed to understand the scheduling support provided, are included in this section.
To support external schedulers the framework must provide a suitable model
and a methodology to adapt a wide range of scheduling algorithms. According
to the related work, this model should be based on task turnaround, while the
mechanism of adaptation should allow incorporating personalised characterisation
of resources without modifying legacy codes of the third party tools and applications. These two items, together with its practical demonstration, are the main
contribution of this work. For this reason they are described in different Subsections 3.2 and 3.3.

3.1 The framework in cloud federations
The GWpilot framework counts on two main modules in addition to the pilots: the
GWpilot Server and the Factory. The implementation of pilots is lightweight and
without library dependencies, i.e. they can run on any kind of Linux OS. Thus, no
especial configurations are needed to deploy the pilot overlay on cloud federations
According to the number and requirements of the tasks created by any application or third-party scheduler, the Factory automatically builds the necessary
pilot jobs that will be executed in VMs. The description of these tasks can contain constraints to certain VM image identifiers related to cloud marketplaces, for
example the appdb.egi.eu code for FedCloud images. Factory interprets them and
includes those related ones into the pilot requirements.
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The GridWay Scheduler will use the information dynamically updated by the
GWcloud Information driver to select the most suitable cloud provider every time
that will execute a task. For this purpose, the Scheduler takes account of the requirements set in the description of the pilot jobs, in a way similar to the one the
described in (Rubio-Montero et al, 2015a). Then, the management of the VM creation and the pilot job execution are delegated to the GWcloud Execution driver.
This module performs all the actions needed to run the pilotjob in a contextualisation script, interfacing with providers through the OCCI. Consequently, the
pilots executed will enrol to GWpilot Server and the first level of scheduling (the
resource provisioning) is successfully completed.
Therefore, users can run their legacy codes on GridWay as usual. The tasks
created by these applications are also scheduled among the enrolled pilots. This
constitutes the second level of scheduling (the task scheduling). Potentially, the
combination of levels allows advanced scheduling techniques (Rubio-Montero et al,
2015b), although this work will be focused on allowing staking another scheduling
layer on the top of the framework. To achieve this feature, the characterisation
takes uppermost importance.
There are four characterisation mechanisms available in the framework. The
default monitoring performed by pilots, the personal customisation based on characterisation tasks, the accounting performed by GridWay, and the information
retrieved from cloud ISs. As commented, the latter is not accurate and is overcome by the other three, as it is explained with the model. In any case, this can
be used as a first guide for scheduling and provisioning, and for this reason is
described below. On the other hand, the customisation of tasks and the accounting are features used in the adaptation of the third-party scheduler presented in
Section 4.

The GWcloud Information Driver
This new driver looks up for cloud providers in top BDIIs of one or multiple federations. Currently, the driver supports the EGI FedCloud, but it can be modified
to directly use OCCI or AWS interfaces to work on a multi-cloud environment.
Subsequently, the driver filters the information to dynamically notify GridWay
about the characteristics of providers in which the user is authorised. Every provider found is included as an independent resource in the Host Pool. Thus, the
information can be consulted by the user through the GridWay commands and it
is shown as:
– The URI contact endpoint, the protocol, hypervisor and VIM releases, the
maximum number of available cores, etc.
– Every OS template name (the os tpl ) and their appdb.egi.eu image identifier
are compiled in a list of pairs and included as new tags.
– Every resource template (resource tpl ) is shown as a different queue, with its
own characterisation: number of cores, memory, etc.
Thus, any developer can use these searches to constraint the matches to certain
characteristics published by providers.
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3.2 Simple turnaround model
The real turnaround time of each completed task is defined as the time difference between the moment when the task is queued in the framework for being
dispatched (i.e. the application or the third-party scheduling tool make the submission) and the moment when the system notifies that it is completed. This value
represents the CPU time consumed by the application when it is executed in the
remote pilot plus the transfer times and the overhead introduced by the underlying
middleware in its own scheduling.
Unlike other pilot systems used in cloud, related middleware overheads can
be known a priori with the GWpilot configuration. Thus, when no failures are
produced and enough amounts of pilots are available, the idealised turnaround (τ )
is:
T = Tsched + Txf er + Texec ' tsi/2 + tpi + tx + te = τ

(2)

te and tx maintain the same significance than Texec and Txf er in Equation 1.
Texec depends on the power of the resource selected, while Txf er principally depends on the network and the amount of data transferred. Thus te as well as tx
should be estimated by a self-scheduler, but now GWpilot provides the characterisation of every pilot for this purpose. This is, the bandwidth, latency and power
are published for every pilot. In addition, the tools needed to publish any specialised benchmarking of these or other performance aspects (for example, the disk
throughput) are available in GWpilot.
On the other hand, the Tsched is the overhead related to the framework and task
scheduling mechanisms. It is split into two types of process (tsi +tpi ), with different
modelling behaviour. First, tpi is the overhead related to pilot notifications and the
capacity of the GWpilot Server to process them. When no failures or network cuts
are registered, tpi coincides with the pilot interval set in the GWpilot configuration.
tsi/2 stands for the time needed to obtain a suitable pilot to execute the task.
GridWay Scheduler will prioritise some tasks over others and then will dispatches
these tasks to pilots that accomplish their requirements. When tasks have identical
requirements and enough amount of pilots are already appropriated by the pilot
system, tsi/2 only depends on the elapsed time between schedules set in the GWpilot configuration (the half of SCHEDU LIN G IN T ERV AL).

3.3 Methodology to incorporate third-party schedulers
With the model presented and the GWpilot features, it is possible to easily separate
the characterisation, the application-level scheduling, the task scheduling, and the
provisioning, while maintaining the control over the pilot submission and removing
the penalties originated by self-made estimations. However, it could be of interest
for the developer to keep some of his implemented procedures to better fit the
needs of his application. Thus, a developer that plans to adapt any third-party
scheduler to GWpilot should follow the following steps:
1. To identify the algorithm requirements (pre-conditions) that are related to
characterisation, i.e. what qualifiers are necessary and what type of resources
should be prioritised.
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2. To check if GWpilot already offers procedures to accomplish these requirements
and to value if they should substitute the possible legacy ones by:
– Making a simple procedure to submit characterisation or customisation
tasks to pilots whenever they were newly enrolled to the framework.
– Configuring the GWpilot Factory or modifying the legacy mechanism to
submit pilot jobs.
– Removing the compilation of statistical data from tasks (or even pilots) if
the accounting performed by the framework is enough.
3. To purge the third-party code from useless procedures that have been achieved
by the previous techniques and reformulate the proposed algorithm if needed.
4. To adjust the algorithm to establish equilibrium between spent time and profitable execution time taking into account the turnaround model and accordingly
set the GWpilot configuration.
Obviously, not all these items must be completed to obtain a useful adaptation.
Many developers do not like to modify legacy codes to take advantage of pilots.
However, to show the simplicity of the adaptation although it is the theoretically
most expensive approach, as well as to profit from all the GWpilot features, the
methodology is completely followed in this work.

4 Resilient executions of MC codes
To demonstrate how the proposed model and methodologies are suitable for incorporating external scheduling algorithms, even for those already included in legacy
software, a good example should be the adaptation of a self-scheduler to GWpilot.
For this purpose, the Montera framework developed by Rodrı́guez-Pascual et al
(2013) has been used. Therefore, the Dynamic Trapezoid Self-Scheduling(DyTSS)
algorithm will be utilised as a proof of concept to show how a loop-scheduler can
be adapted to GWpilot.
It could seem that as the framework relies on GridWay, the procedure presented
is only bounded to frameworks that use this platform (Dı́az et al, 2009; Tomás
et al, 2012). However, the binding with GridWay is mainly based on DRMAA
and subsequently, other applications implemented with standards (DRMAA and
OGSA-BES) should be straightforwardly adapted too. Moreover, other frameworks
that use different grid schedulers or batch managers can be also easily adapted
by substituting some commands, because getting information about resources and
managing jobs is very simple with GWpilot.

4.1 Adaptive sample-based algorithm
DyTSS (Rodrı́guez-Pascual et al, 2013) is a loop-based algorithm (Dı́az et al, 2009)
that differentiates from other approaches such as TSS (Tzen and Ni, 1993) or GTSS
(Herrera, 2009) in its dynamic nature and in its focus on managing MC codes. The
enhanced version of DyTSS used in this work is described in Algorithm 1. It shows
the pseudo-code resultant of observing more properly the mathematical basis and
purging the functions without relationship to the algorithm itself. Moreover, the
main advance is the inclusion of the minimum (L) and the maximum (M ) chunksize limits as external configuration parameters. With them, users can adjust better
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its behaviour on the network overlay created by pilot jobs by limiting the overhead
of shorter tasks and the execution time of longer ones.
Dynamic algorithms usually need to continuously calculate the suitable execution time in every provider. The objective is to fit the workload partitioning
to the estimated status of the infrastructure. For this reason it is usually necessary to benchmark the infrastructure performance and to profile the application.
These actions are also necessary when pilot jobs are used. In this sense, some
general-purpose algorithms (Korkhov et al, 2009), and even ones devoted to MC
(Camarasu-Pop et al, 2013), are based on calculating the minimal real execution
time in every resource to reduce the overhead percentage of every task to a certain
threshold.
With DyTSS the approach is completely different as L and M are preset by the
user. These values can be previously calculated taking into account the mentioned
overheads, but the algorithm will never modify those values. The approach of
DyTSS is to reduce overheads by adjusting the first executions as much as possible
to M , but straighten turnarounds. Then, it progressively decrease the chunk size
to L, overcoming the influence of failed jobs in the makespan. The result is a
improved and resilient calculation with reduced makespan.
The algorithm calculates the number of samples (sj ) to submit to every available resource (rj ) belonging to a characterised infrastructure (R). For this purpose, the current power of the infrastructure is estimated by linear regression of
the ordered performances from (rj , sj ) pairs. The ordinate in the origin (n1/2 ) of
the obtained straight-line corresponds to the half-performance of the infrastructure for this distribution of tasks (Montero et al, 2006). This value determines
the variable component (F ) of the maximum chunk size (F + L <= M ) for the
current loop stage. As commented, L and M are constant, and consequently the
number of samples is always within the interval (L · · · M ), but the turnaround
will be different for every match (rj , sj ). Thus, the procedure is repeated until no
improvement is obtained for the sample distribution.
Note that (F ) should decrease with the number of samples (S) as the simulation is being accomplished (end(sj )) if not a new more powerful (new(r)) resource
is discovered. This assures cutting final execution tail due to remaining and standalone tasks.

4.2 Characterisation and adaptation
Montera supports by default two characterisation modes: it estimates the available
number, power and bandwidth of the slots offered by the infrastructure at a certain
time, as well as the computational needs of the application. The main difference
among other frameworks is how those parameters are estimated. In particular, the
system:
– Benchmarks every provider by means of submitting a testing job that measures
the CPU performance in manageable units (for example, whetstones (Curnow
and Wichmann, 1976)) as well as the bandwidth.
– Then, averages the aforementioned benchmarks with every real execution of
the real application, taking also into account the time needed for staging its
input and output files.
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Algorithm 1: DyTSS.
Require: R ≡ [rmax ...rmin ] (list of estimated available resources)
Require: L (minimum sample-chunk)
Require: M (maximum sample-chunk)
Require: S (number of required samples)
task list ← {∅}
for rj ∈ R do
task list ← task list ∪ {(rj , L)}
f ree res list ← R
while S > 0 do
for i = 1 → 100 do
old task list ← task list
n1/2 ← linear f it(old task list)
F ← S/4 · n1/2
task list ← {∅}
for rj ∈ R do
frel ← T (rmax , L)/T (rj , L)
s ← minimum(M, F · frel + L)
task list ← task list + {(rj , s)}
if task list ≡ old task list then break
for rj ∈ f ree res list do
submit((rj , sj ) ∈ task list)
f ree res list ← {∅}
for end(sj ), (rj , sj ) ∈ task list do
if OK(sj ) then
task list ← task list − {(rj , sj )}
S ← S − {sj }
f ree res list ← f ree res list ∪ {rj }
for new(r) do
if T (rmin ) > T (r) then
R ← R ∪ {r}
f ree res list ← f ree res list ∪ {r}

– Estimates the slot availability and reliability of every provider averaging the
number of failed attempts and the number of failed tasks.
However, the characterisation mechanisms implemented in Montera are oriented to submit jobs directly to grid sites. For this purpose, replication is used for
testing the slot availability, and an exhaustive accounting is performed inspecting
job outputs.
However, these techniques are unnecessary in the network overlay created over
the cloud resources. GWpilot features can be fully configured to satisfy all provisioning matters without replication, as well as characterisation tasks can be
submitted to pilots and the accounting of GridWay can be finally used, avoiding
the necessity of compiling statistics. In this sense, the benefits of continuously
testing the providers can now be achieved by the correct configuration of GWpilot
Factory and the banning feature, as has been explained in (Rubio-Montero et al,
2015c).
It is noteworthy to mention that not only the allowed number of VMs in every
cloud provider is variable, even the hardware provided by each resource is also so
because it can be composed by different kinds of nodes and the provider can be
overbooked. Therefore, the basis of the characterisation should rely on the same
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mathematical basis used for grid, but adapted to the turnaround model proposed
for pilot jobs.
4.2.1 Application profiling and resource benchmarking
Pilots provisioned are seen by Montera as suitable resources. However, these pilots
have to be characterised before being profited. On the other hand, the application has to be profiled according to the benchmarks used for pilots to enable the
matchmaking among them.
Therefore, the operation with a new MC code starts analysing its computational needs. For this purpose, it is executed on a set of pilots progressively growing
the number of samples, so its requirements in terms of CPU consumption and data
movement can be profiled. The obtained parameters are the Constant effort, Cef f
(the effort necessary to execute the constant part of the application, like compiling
code, input pre-processing, output post-processing, etc.), and the Sample effort,
Sef f (the effort necessary to simulate a single sample). These efforts can be measured in the performance units provided by any general-purpose CPU benchmark
tool to increase the suitability of the solution for a wide range of computational
requirements. In this work, Whetstone (Curnow and Wichmann, 1976) has been
selected.
To benchmark the pilot, a characterisation task is submitted. Unlike the profiling tasks, the interest is now focused on its performance (P ) and its bandwidth
(BW ). To obtain the information, the benchmark tool is executed again and a big
file is copied. This analysis is always performed when a new pilot is detected and
the results are published as an additional tag for this pilot. To preserve the accurateness of the monitoring, the values published are updated as any conventional
task that belongs to the real calculation ends, as will be explained below.
4.2.2 New turnaround estimation
Using the Equation 2, the aforementioned parameters are used to estimate the
turnaround time (T ) of executing an arbitrary number of simulations (s) of a given
application on any remote resource (rj ∈ R), the calculation of which requires and
generates certain data (D) to transfer:
T (rj , s) ' τ (pj , s) =
= tsi/2 + tpi +

Cef f + s · Sef f
D
+
BWpj
Ppj

(3)

However, this model loses precision and is unreliable if benchmarking parameters are not updated during the execution of an application, as they vary through
the time. To avoid this, every successful execution of a MC task is analysed to
re-calculate the parameters, so knowledge about the infrastructure is enhanced
in real time with minimum computational effort. Moreover, DyTSS can receive
now the exact benchmark of every slot effectively appropriated with the GWpilot
framework. This increases the efficiency of the algorithm. Additionally, the overheads introduced are reduced because DyTSS has to wait neither for benchmarks,
nor for storing statistical data.
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Figure 1 Overhead with respect to expected turnaround (Equation 3) according to the number of Nagano’s samples per task and the GWpilot configuration (tsi/2 = 5 s, tpi = 30 s).
An idealised infrastructure with D/BWpj = 2 s and without failures is considered, but cloud
providers offer resources with benchmarked power (P ) from 1000 to 2000 whetstones (w).

Therefore, as the accurateness of the model is preserved through the changes
in the availability of resources, it can be used by the adaptive algorithm to determine the global performance of the virtual infrastructure provisioned and to
consequently adapt the number of samples (s) to submit and where to do it.

5 Experiments
The objective is to evaluate the effectiveness of the model to incorporate advanced
scheduling algorithms into the late-binding approach offered by GWpilot. For this
purpose, the execution of a MC application is performed with and without stacking
Montera to the GWpilot/GWcloud framework in the EGI FedCloud infrastructure.

5.1 Proposed tests
Nagano (Vélez., 2011) is a MC application based on the experiments of Nagano
et al (2003, 2004). The code is devoted to simulate fluorescence emissions and
the energy deposited by electrons inside an observation volume of the desired
proportions. Thus, Nagano lies on the area of astroparticle physics, helping on
the research of the origin and propagation of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays. The
calculation for a single electron takes only a fraction of second, but for a real world
use case, a complete simulation comprises several millions of electrons, for example
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2 · 107 . In this sense, its execution can be characterised following the profiling
explained in subsection 4.2, resulting in Cef f = 375.07 w and Sef f = 156.26
w, being w whetstone units. The inputs and the application itself take 500 KB
and output files require only a few KB, then the stage-in and -out process is
really ballasted by the negotiation of the connection, lasting less than 2 seconds
in current research or business networks.
Figure 1 shows the estimation of the overhead evolution for a task when it
is executed on certain provisioned pilot, using the turnaround model proposed in
this work and taking into account that resources offered by current cloud providers
usually ranges from 1,000 w to 2,000w. Each number of samples used coincides with
the ones selected for the proposed tests. These are the limits L and M for DyTSS
and the fixed number of samples E for an equal-sample-size distribution. As can
be seen, these values are not arbitrary chosen. The overheads of the calculation
based on equal-sized tasks are theoretically bounded into a 4-7%, according to the
turnaround model. In addition, the calculation should be few influenced by the
failures of tasks due to their short duration (between 10 and 20 minutes). On the
other hand, DyTSS has to reduce the makespan by dealing with very short and
long tasks, i.e. achieving equilibrium among overheads, failures and turnaround to
increase the production of samples.
Currently, the real availability of resources is very limited in FedCloud. Although a virtual image widely deployed in providers were used (Rubio-Montero
et al, 2015c), the maximum number of VMs provisioned varies from just a few
tens to one hundred fifty, distributed among about seven reliable providers. This
issue constraints the tests performed and the comparison to the results obtained
in previous works (Rubio-Montero et al, 2015d) following the early-binding approach. Consequently, two types of tests have been performed. The first one is
the calculation of 2 · 107 samples divided in 3,333 tasks with fixed E size. The
experiment is repeated three times to study the sample production according to
the number of pilots provisioned. For the last one, Montera was stacked to GWpilot/GWcloud to perform the same calculation another three times, but using
the aforementioned limits L and M . The idea is to use the conclusions made in
first experiment to analyse the reliability added by DyTSS to the calculation, independently of the number of pilots. These experiments have been launched at
the same hour in different days. For this purpose, a desktop machine with one
i3-530 processor (2 cores, 2.93 GHz ) was used to support GWpilot and GWcloud.
The configuration parameters were identical to the ones used for the estimation
in Figure 1: an scheduling interval of 10 s (tsi/2 = 5 s) and pilot interval (tpi ) of
30 s. Additionally, the GWpilot/GWcloud framework are allowed for managing a
maximum of 200 pilots (running on 200 VMs of a widely deployed marketplace
image3 ).

5.2 Results
Regarding how the framework behaves when Montera is not stacked, it can be
seen in Figure2 that the number of calculated samples increases as the number
of pilots do, as expected. Slopes are shown during the longer interval in which
3

https://appdb.egi.eu/store/vo/image/de355bfb-5781-5b0c-9ccd-9bd3d0d2be06
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Figure 2 Nagano production using tasks with fixed size E of 6000 particles (without DyTSS).

the number of pilots is maintained constant in the experiment. In this sense,
a conclusion can be found if how the slope (i.e. number of calculated samples)
increases with the number of jobs is analysed. Fitting to a new linear curve the
number of pilots and the slope, it is found that the number of calculated samples
increases in a factor of ∼ 32 as the number of pilots do (this fitting presents a
correlation factor r of 0.999 and a R2 coefficient of 0.998). On the other hand,
the linear regression between the interval points where the pilots remain stable
coincides with the performance of the provisioned infrastructure using this sample
distribution (Montero et al, 2006). The heuristic of DyTSS is based on calculating
this performance for different distributions, and therefore it can be used to verify
if Montera achieves better results than a fine equal-sized choice. It is noteworthy
to mention that the type of provisioned resources varies among experiments, but
the slopes are similar when the number of pilots is maintained stable.
As can be seen in Figure 3, when Montera is stacked to GWpilot/GWcloud ,
the coupled tool outperforms the simple GWpilot/GWcloud framework in the long
term, although the latter had provisioned whole pilots previously the experiment
starts. To find this conclusion, the productivity of the experiment with fixed size
E has been estimated by calculating the slope for a number of pilots equivalent to
the real average of pilots provisioned with Montera. In the beginning, the former
experiment executes better as its lineal behaviour starts calculating samples more
quickly. During those initial hours, the stacked system presents an exponential
behaviour as the proper provision takes longer, but from one point on (around
3 hours and 45 minutes), it is able to calculate more samples. The result is that
experiments without Montera would last ∼ 8-13% more.
Figure 3 also shows the behaviour of the DyTSS algorithm. With DyTSS,
the first tasks to be executed are bigger than the last ones. This aims to reduce
the overheads during the most part of the calculation, while limiting the influ-
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Figure 3 Nagano production with DyTSS algorithm.

ence of failed tasks close to the end. However, this fact apparently decreases the
productivity (measured as number of successfully completed samples) at the beginning, because it takes quite a long time until these larger tasks start returning the
first results. . The only way to describe this issue is drawing the sample production
as the system were working with a task size between L and M , for example E.
As the number of pilots and their benchmark average have been monitored every
minute, the turnaround model can be used for this purpose. Thus, in Figure 3 it
is also depicted the proposed mathematical model (red line). Using this reference
it can be seen that DyTSS works first under that line and then above it. Furthermore, it clearly demonstrates that the proposed model fits the real execution of
the pilots in a real cloud infrastructure as FedCloud is. This fact is key to foresee
the behaviour of a cloud infrastructure for scheduling and provisioning resources
in advance.

6 Conclusions
To increase the computational efficiency in distributed computing infrastructures,
a new model has been presented. It can be used to properly exploit the heterogeneity and the real availability of resources belonging to multiple cloud providers.
For this purpose, the model has been included in the GWpilot framework that
has extended its capabilities to cloud environments. Unlike other pilot systems,
the proposed framework is capable of supporting diverse scheduling algorithms,
even provided by third-party tools. This is so because the personalised characterisation that those algorithms require is possible, a fact that overcomes their lack
of trustworthiness in the information provided by cloud services. The suitability
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of the approach has been demonstrated with a legacy self-scheduler (Montera)
specialised on performing reliable MC executions on distributed resources based
on heuristics, which has been stacked and tested on the EGI FedCloud infrastructure with the Nagano legacy application. First results on this cloud infrastructure,
which is in production status, demonstrate that the cloud system presents a linear
behaviour of calculated samples with the average number of pilots provisioned. Additional tests have also compared how the framework behaves with and without
the Montera self-scheduler stacked. The analysis demonstrates that the former
system improves the performance of the latter one due to its better fitting of the
real characteristics of cloud resources. In this sense, the model proposed in this
work perfectly matches the real production of the legacy self-scheduler when has
been stacked onto the pilot system. The overhead produced with respect to the
expected turnaround has been analysed as well.
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